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“Education is our passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to the people who prepare for it 

today”! .... Malcom X 

Integrated teaching and learning processes enable children to acquire and use basic skills in all the 

content areas and to develop positive attitudes for continued successful learning . Hence, Integrative 

assignments focus on: The utilization of multiple modes of inquiry and multiple avenues of 

knowledge. 

Keeping in mind the same our Summer Holiday Homework has b een designed to promote cognitive, 

emotional and social growth. All the activities are designed to foster independence and confidence. 

The child may choose any one activity out of the given activities according to his interests and 

aptitudes and can put his best foot forward. 

There are few other assignments to reinforce what has been taught in classes and to improve your 

handwriting and vocabulary. 

May you find all the energy to revive yourself and your spirit once again for a new start. Have a 

delightful time with your loved ones. 

Activities to express yourself! 
 

 

Space exploration gives us an insight into various phenomenons such as unexpected planets, concepts 

like gravity, and exciting new elements of our atmosphere. Here are some tasks for you that will help 

you know the atmosphere better. 

 
 
Imagine you are an extra-terrestrial creature (a fictional being from outer space). You have 

just landed on a unique planet by accident. You are amazed by its wonders and features 

 
 
Attempt any one activity of the following options that will help you to express yourself in the best 

way. 

 
 
Activity 1 :- Express yourself! 

You may dress up as an ALIEN and make a vlog(video) of yourself depicting your experience 

on the planet. Describe what you see and how you feel. 

Submit your work by sharing the you tube link with your class teacher. 



Activity 2:- Make It Yourself! 

Make / draw a model of your spacecraft that landed you on your imaginary planet. 

 
 
 
 
 

Activity 3:- Tete-a-Tete 

Pen down the conversation you had with the people you came across on the imaginary planet 

on A3 size sheet creatively. 

 
 
# Along with anyone of the above projects, do the following work as well. 

 

 

1.) Improve your handwriting 

A good handwriting will help you retain your lesson better and engage with your thoughts completely. 

Improve your writing skills by writing atleast 2 pages per week of Hindi and English in a separate 

holiday handwriting notebook. 

 
 

2.) Journal your words 

Read any storybook/novel and find out atleast 30 new words. Pen it down in your 

English grammar notebook. 

Further enrich yourself by also noting down the word’s – 
• Meaning  
• Two synonyms 
• Two antonyms 

******Here are some recommendations:- 

 The Wonderful Wizard of Oz 
 A Christmas Carol 
 The Tale of two Cities 
 Three Men in a Boat 
 The Teacher I Never Met 
 The English Teacher 
 Grandma's Bag of Stories 

 
 
 

Kindly note :- Worksheets will be sent in the whatsapp group. Do the given worksheets and 
paste them in the respective subject notebooks. 


